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Abstract

Do significant pro-immigration reforms–that open more legal pathways for immigration–
increase populist voting? Despite the common assumption that such reforms would lead
to counter-productive voter backlash informed by the literature on immigrant group
threat, the extent to which immigration policy itself influences voters has been un-
clear. To address this question, this paper estimates the impact of immigration policy
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lic opinion and policy data across the last forty years in 24 European countries. I
confirm pro-immigration policies and reforms are (cross-sectionally) associated with
slightly higher levels of populist voting across countries. However, I also demonstrate
pro-immigration (or anti-immigration) policy changes do not affect populist voting or
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This suggests pro-immigration reforms are unlikely to backfire due to voter backlash.
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Introduction

In one of her recent interviews, the former US presidential candidate Hillary Clinton–a

pro-immigration politician who had previously remarked about her “open borders dream”1–

recommended curbing the existing “generous and compassionate” immigration policies which

were “inflaming voters and contributed to the election of Donald Trump and Britain’s vote to

leave the EU.”2 Similarly, a great number of otherwise immigration-friendly politicians and

scholars across the political spectrum have repeatedly attributed the rise of populism to voter

backlash on immigration and the corresponding political failure to sufficiently restrict it. De-

spite a lack of solid empirical evidence, these popular arguments against pro-immigration

reforms based on particular instances of alleged immigration backlash have been extremely

influential among policymakers. After all, since most voters across high-income countries op-

pose increasing immigration, policymakers often tend to dismiss any possibility of significant

pro-immigration reforms as “politically unfeasible.”

In line with these arguments, there has been a large literature documenting the “group

threat” that immigrants pose to natives and the related voter response to immigration shocks

in terms of the rising salience of the issue, populist voting, or even xenophobia (Hopkins, 2010;

Newman, 2013; Abrajano and Hajnal, 2015; Dennison, 2019; Kaufmann, 2019). The extent

to which immigration policy itself directly influences political behavior or causes backlash

beyond its effects on demographic change, however, is still unclear. This important omission

is unfortunate since, outside of the immigration realm, scholars have widely recognized that

government laws and policies do not just reflect but also significantly shape voter preferences

(Weldon, 2006; Ura, 2014; Bishin et al., 2015; Tankard and Paluck, 2016).

Do significant pro-immigration reforms that increase legal pathways for immigration3–

1According to Vox from October 7, 2016.
2According to the Guardian from November 22, 2018.
3Despite their complexity, most immigration policies regulate the long-term admission of non-citizens into
the country. While governments also have distinct policies concerning irregular and humanitarian migration,
as well integration and enforcement, these policies are largely contingent on the allowed number of legal
immigrants and their rights (Ruhs, 2013) so I do not focus on them here in detail due to space limitations.
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especially in the contexts where most people oppose such increases–cause voter backlash?

Can these reforms even be counterproductive to what they are trying to achieve by increasing

xenophobia and (right-wing) populist4 vote? To address these questions, this paper estimates

the impact of immigration policy on voting behavior and public attitudes by exploiting the

variation in timing of major immigration reforms over the last four decades across Europe.

While there are valid theoretical reasons to expect that voters retaliate against the liberal-

ization of international mobility by voting for populist and anti-immigration parties, it is

also possible that many people can accept such liberalization as legitimate or even grow to

embrace immigration further.

Overall, I confirm that pro-immigration policies are associated with slightly higher levels

of populist voting across countries in a naive cross-sectional analysis of panel data. However, I

also demonstrate pro-immigration (or anti-immigration) policy changes do not robustly affect

populist voting or immigration concerns within countries when time-invariant confounders

are accounted for in panel fixed effects models. If anything, immigration policy openness is

related to more positive voter attitudes both within and between countries. Taken together,

this evidence suggests pro-immigration reforms are unlikely to backfire due to voter backlash.

The Backlash Argument and Immigration

Most generally, the notion of popular or public backlash refers to an adverse reaction to a

particular advancement of disadvantaged social groups by a significant segment of the popu-

lation that may ultimately be counterproductive to this advancement. The adverse reaction

may relate to changes in public attitudes toward the disadvantaged groups and related poli-

cies in question, the intensity of these attitudes, or their behavioral manifestations. While

these changes do not have to be political, the public backlash to various advancements in

today’s democracies is often challenged electorally where people can and do vote for policies

4While populism–usually defined as a type of antagonistic political rhetoric that emphasizes the general will of
“the people”–does not have to be anti-immigration in principle, it predominantly is so in practice (especially
in its European right-wing variant). I will thus use populist voting in general and right-wing populist voting
in particular (see Data and Methods) as a proxy for anti-immigration political behavior for the purposes of
this paper, which is consistent with the other literature on the topic (e.g., Dennison and Geddes, 2019).
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and politicians with an aim to reverse these advancements.5

While a variety of scholars across different disciplines employ the concept of backlash,

there is little agreement about its precise definition. Nonetheless, the underlying argument

is usually about more then just the mere existence of a negative reaction to a certain change

by some people.6 After all, as long as voters have heterogeneous preferences, no change

can possibly yield a unanimous public support in a large polity. An analytically fruitful

backlash argument necessarily explicates that a significant adverse reaction against a par-

ticular advancement can be counterproductive to the advancement’s goals in the long run.

Importantly, when the backlash argument is invoked, the advancement is counterproductive

exactly due to the adverse popular reaction to it, independent of any actual economic or

other social effects of such advancement. Therefore, most backlash arguments can be viewed

as empirically testable claims about voter responses to political change of the following kind:

“regardless of its merits, if you cause advances too much now, you may eventually get less

than otherwise would be the case due to the more active resistance of those who disagree

with your cause.”

Throughout history, backlash arguments along these lines have been applied–both pop-

ularly and academically–to a variety of disadvantaged groups and causes, including slavery

abolition, women suffrage, racial equality, and same-sex marriage. Of course, backlash argu-

ments can be and are often factually mistaken and they can also be strategically employed

by the opponents of a certain cause to undermine it.7 One of the reasons for that is, though

falsifiable in principle, the “excessiveness” of any advancement is context-dependent and

largely subjective.8 Furthermore, the inherent ambiguity of what constitutes the right time

frame makes it difficult to specify appropriate counterfactuals and come to an agreement

5Under some circumstances, popular backlash can also involve physical coercion and violence against the
disadvantaged groups (e.g., Tolnay and Beck, 1995; Mansbridge and Shames, 2008).

6For some of the most notable treatments of the backlash arguments in the recent social science literature,
see Thomas (2008); Bishin et al. (2015); Abrajano and Hajnal (2015); Norris and Inglehart (2019).

7For a great discussion of this dynamic with regard to the same-sex marriage (counter-)advancements in the
United States, see Keck (2009).

8In the case of social status or other zero-sum group rivalries, for instance, any advancement of the lower-status
groups over the status quo can be perceived as excessive by the higher-status groups.
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about whether the backlash has indeed occurred. When it comes to the harsh government

restrictions on international labor mobility in today’s high-income democracies, backlash

arguments usually try to convey that any significant pro-immigration advancement over the

status quo has a potential to encourage more people to vote for populist or anti-immigration

politicians and parties, which can undermine or even reverse this very advancement.

Conceived this way, there can be both the “weaker” and the “stronger” versions of the im-

migration backlash argument. According to the weaker (or less extreme) backlash argument,

pro-immigration advancements merely increase opportunities for political entrepreneurs to

rally against immigration due to rising salience (or relative importance) of the issue among

those who oppose these advances, which in turn increases the probability of anti-immigration

voting and subsequent immigration restrictions. According to the stronger (or more extreme)

backlash argument, pro-immigration advancements do not just increase the probability of

rising issue salience and anti-immigration voting but also change the underlying preferences

of the electorate by making people more anti-immigration (or “xenophobic”).9

Voter Backlash to Immigrants versus Immigration Policy

What constitutes a pro-immigration advancement that voters lash back against? Most promi-

nently, scholars have conceptualized immigration backlash as an adverse voter response to

the rising physical presence of immigrants in terms of ethnic demographic change.10 While

this rather intuitive idea–often dubbed as “group threat”–has been extensively studied in

the social science literature, the existing observational evidence is far from being conclu-

sive (see Pottie-Sherman and Wilkes, 2017; Kaufmann and Goodwin, 2018). At the same

time, (quasi-)experimental studies which (as if) randomly assign demographic composition

9Note that this distinction parallels the ongoing debate in political psychology between galvanizing and mobi-
lizing effects of (immigration) threat. According to some scholars, threatening stimuli such as a refugee crisis
can only ‘galvanize’ the core anti-immigration constituency (Mader and Schoen, 2019; Kustov et al., 2021).
According to others, however, such ‘situational triggers’ can also generate and ‘mobilize’ anti-immigration
attitudes above and beyond those with ‘predisposing factors’ (e.g., Sniderman et al., 2004).

10Some political economy scholars may also view immigration backlash as an instance of voter responses to
globalization shocks alongside international trade and foreign capital flows (see Rodrik, 2020; Naoi, 2020).
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are difficult and rare.11 One of the most ambitious experiments to date, which involved the

repeated exposure to immigrant outgroups in a natural setting, suggests that the effects of

such shocks are rather small and short-lived (Enos, 2014).

More generally, there is a growing longitudinal evidence that questions the very possibil-

ity of the strong backlash argument as a response to demographic change due to the relative

stability of immigration preferences or the small explanatory power of geographic context

(Kustov et al., 2021; Hill et al., 2019; Maxwell, 2019; Schaub et al., 2020). Nonetheless, there

has been some evidence in support of the weak backlash argument in terms of increasing

salience of immigration and populist voting due to rapid demographic change (Dennison,

2019; Kaufmann, 2019).12 Still, some scholars point out that even these effects are likely

significantly moderated by the media environment and parties’ competition for whom immi-

gration shocks merely present one additional opportunity to shift their agenda focus (e.g.,

Hopkins, 2010; Mader and Schoen, 2019).13

Indeed, the focus on the immigration-induced demographic change arguably misses a sig-

nificant part of the issue since immigrant presence (both actual or anticipated) is evidently

neither necessary nor sufficient for voter backlash (Solodoch, 2020). Even if one fully grants

the possibility that ceteris paribus rapid immigration flows increase the salience of immi-

gration among voters and the probability of populist voting across contexts, this can only

explain a small part of variation in these outcomes. Furthermore, from the perspective of

policymakers, the evidence regarding immigrant presence is not very helpful inasmuch as it

has multiple complex causes beyond migration policy (see Czaika and De Haas, 2013). The

extent to which immigration policy itself influences political behavior beyond its effects on

11For a discussion of a similar problem in testing the competing idea of “group contact,” according to which
voters may actually become more positive toward immigration with its increase, see (Paluck et al., 2019).

12For additional supportive quasi-experimental studies exploiting the 2015 Refugee Crisis, see Hangartner et al.
(2019) (for less supportive evidence, see Schaub et al., 2020). It is important to note, however, that even
the best quality evidence on popular backlash to substantial refugee shocks and the related policies arguably
cannot be easily extrapolated to the regulation of regular immigration flows explored here.

13Related to this point, other scholars have also explored the voter responses to more or less pro-immigration
political rhetoric or media discourse as analytically distinct from both immigration demographic and policy
changes (e.g., Haynes et al., 2016; Flores, 2018). While a further examination of the potential voter backlash
to pro-immigration rhetoric in itself is certainly warranted, it is beyond the scope of this paper.
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immigration levels and flows, however, is still unclear (for recent notable papers, see Flores,

2017; Abou-Chadi and Helbling, 2018; Vrânceanu and Lachat, 2018; Solodoch, 2020).

To illustrate this point, consider the implications when someone argues that immigration

backlash contributed to Brexit. Even if one explicitly focuses on the effects of immigration-

related demographic change, such a causal argument also necessarily contains an implicit

counterfactual claim that if the UK’s immigration policy had been sufficiently more restric-

tive, then the UK would have fewer immigrants and thus Brexit would not have happened. In

other words, to the extent anti-immigration voters negatively react to the increases of immi-

grant presence, they should also negatively react to any pro-immigration policy change that

facilitates these increases.14 To give even a more extreme example, if the UK had suddenly

declared fully open borders with the US, this could plausibly cause significant voter backlash

regardless of whether many Americans actually immigrated (or wanted to immigrate) there

simply due to the widespread categorical opposition to loosing control over immigration in

the British public (also see Solodoch, 2020; Kustov, 2020a).

So how do voters respond to pro-immigration reforms? To answer this question, I build

on the related literature exploring the possibility of voter backlash to other contentious laws

and policies such as same-sex legislation. Overall, this literature recognizes that, in addition

to simply reflecting public preferences, government policies and laws can significantly affect

voter attitudes and behavior by inducing widespread resistance or legitimation (e.g., Ura,

2014). In the case of LGBT issues, while many authors have speculated to the possible

backlash to the proliferation of same-sex legislations, most studies have been unable to

detect these effects. Furthermore, across various contexts and empirical strategies (from

survey experiments and event studies to difference-in-differences approaches), scholars have

found that, if anything, legal LGBT advances have increased their public acceptance (Bishin

et al., 2015; Flores and Barclay, 2016; Abou-Chadi and Finnigan, 2019; Aksoy et al., 2020).15

14Of course, voters may fail to react if they underestimate the significance of a certain policy (as it was
prominently the case with the 1965 Immigration Act in the United States). Such critique, however, is
arguably applicable to any political stimuli in the world of uncertainty and bounded rationality.

15Interestingly, unlike in the case of immigration, scholars rarely studied backlash to increasing or more visible
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Specifying Empirical Expectations

As emphasized above, it may be analytically fruitful to consider the hypothesized popular

backlash to pro-immigration policies as being independent of their actual societal effects

as long as immigration is generally disliked by a significant amount of voters (due to its

perceived negative effects or simply due to ethnic prejudice). In other words, any consistent

backlash argument is not about the consequences of pro-immigration policy changes per se

but rather about the net attitudinal or the behavioral voter responses to these changes. To

that end, here I focus on the more proximate manifestations of immigration backlash related

to aggregate attitudinal and voting responses, rather than the reactions of particular voter

subgroups or other possible broad effects (e.g., related to the increase in ethnic violence,

decrease in social cohesion, lower economic growth, or more restricted immigration itself).

Departing from the existing studies of policy impact on political behavior, I have for-

mulated the following empirical expectations with regard to the “backlash” effects of pro-

immigration reforms as opposed to immigration flows or changes in media discourse ex-

plored elsewhere (see Figure 1). First, the stronger backlash argument stipulates that pro-

immigration reforms can increase anti-immigration preferences in the electorate within the

course of the electoral cycle (Hypothesis 2a). This idea has been present both in the popular

media and the academic literature, and it is also in line with the evidence documenting

preference change with regard to LGBT issues among some groups of voters.

Unlike LGBT issues, however, public immigration preferences have been rather stable

across the world since the very start of opinion polling (Kustov et al., 2021). At the same

time, most of the recent immigration reforms have also been relatively minor and it is hard

to find an equivalent immigration advancement to the legalization of same-sex marriage.

Consequently, an alternative plausible expectation is that, unless the change is truly radical

(which has not happened within the limits of my European dataset), immigration policy

cannot significantly affect immigration preferences which are normally very stable. To the

LGBT population where backlash is more likely to be conceptualized in terms of policy change.
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Figure 1: The Immigration Backlash Argument: Causal Pathways and Hypotheses

Note that the possible causal pathways in gray are intentionally omitted from my analysis.

extent significant policy change does occur sometimes, it is also possible that pro-immigration

reforms can alter the underlying social norms and legitimize these advancement across the

electorate (Weldon, 2006)–countervailing the backlash-induced increases in anti-immigration

preferences or even further decreasing them (Hypothesis 2b).

Regardless of immigration preferences themselves or their change, however, important

political outcomes may still be dependent on the salience of immigration as a political issue

among voters. Unlike the case of preference stability, there is substantial evidence linking

contextual factors to changes in the salience of immigration attitudes. Accordingly, the

weaker backlash argument stipulates that pro-immigration reforms can increase the issue

salience of immigration even if does not immediately trigger changes in immigration levels

(Hypothesis 3). Unlike the stronger version, this expectation is also more plausible econo-

metrically simply due to the greater volatility of immigration salience (e.g., Dennison, 2019).

Finally, and importantly, both the stronger and the weaker backlash arguments stipu-

late that pro-immigration reforms probabilistically increase the share of populist vote in the
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electorate (baseline Hypothesis 1). Although it is usually assumed that this relationship is

necessarily mediated through either immigration preferences or salience, there can be other

possible causal pathways such as related to various ethnic and anti-elitist preferences (Kauf-

mann, 2019). Consequently, at least for the purposes of this paper, I assume that all three

hypotheses are independent of each other (i.e., immigration reforms can affect populist vote

even when they are not related to immigration attitudes). Furthermore, while my focus here

has been on the effects of pro-immigration reforms, as a flip side of the backlash argument

some authors also argue that anti-immigration reforms can appease existing restrictionist

sentiments and thus eventually undermine populist support in the electorate (ibid).

Data and Methods

Unlike other government policies, the causal identification of immigration reform effects are

complicated by the fact that they are predominantly “assigned” at the national level and thus

cannot be easily randomized. At the same time, since immigration policy changes also likely

reflect the preferences of voters and parties in power alongside other unobserved factors, any

cross-sectional associations (or the lack thereof) are likely subject to reverse causality and

omitted variable bias. The standard econometric solution to these problems is to produce

plausible causal estimates of policy effects by utilizing longitudinal or panel data.

To test for the voter backlash to pro-immigration reforms, I have thus gathered a TSCS

dataset linking the best available voter behavior, public opinion, and policy data at the

country-year level for 1980-2014 across 24 European countries.16 To that end, recent advances

in data collection and various scaling methods allow for the detailed examination of the

backlash dynamic across both countries and time. The most prominent set of statistical

techniques for this purpose is related to either unit or two-way fixed effects (FEs) regression

16Unlike related research on policy backlash (e.g., Vrânceanu and Lachat, 2018; Abou-Chadi and Finnigan,
2019), I do not use individual-level public opinion data since such data have a much more limited coverage.
While useful for examining potential heterogeneous effects by voter characteristics (which is beyond this pa-
per’s scope), individual-level data do not provide any advantage over aggregate-level data in the immigration
policy setting where all “treatments” are assigned at the country-year level.
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models, which can account for unobserved confounders under a number of more or less

realistic assumptions. While the inclusion of unit FEs in a linear model adjusts for all

unit-specific and time-invariant confounders, the inclusion of time FEs adjusts for common

trends. Accordingly, two-way (unit and time) FE models have been especially popular in

the policy literature as the (as-if) generalization of the design-based “difference-in-difference”

technique, which identifies treatment effects by simply comparing the average change over

time in the outcome variable for the treatment group with the one in the control group

(assuming parallel trends). This practice, however, has been recently challenged by some

scholars who point out to the unclear counterfactual interpretation of two-way FEs and the

impossibility of simultaneously adjusting for unit-specific and time-specific confounders in a

nonparametric way (Imai and In Song Kim, 2020; Kropko and Kubinec, 2020).

Consequently, in addition to the conventional two-way FEe models, I use the simpler unit

fixed effects models as my baseline specification, which helps answer the following question:

“as immigration policy liberalizes within a certain country, how does it relate to the changes

in aggregate voter behavior or attitudes over time?” While their interpretation is much more

straightforward than in the case of two-way FEe, however, unit FEs models must assume

the absence of “causal dynamics” such as related to previous outcomes impacting current

treatments (Imai and Kim, 2019). Given that past anti-immigration voter preferences and

populist electoral victories likely decrease the probability of pro-immigration reforms, I also

include lagged outcomes in some of my specifications to account for this issue. Finally, some

models include linear country-specific time trends to account for the differential trajectories

in voter behavior potentially confounded with immigration reforms (see Aksoy et al., 2020).

As the main dependent variable, I rely on the Timbro Authoritarian Populism Index

which provides a comprehensive measure (1980-2020) of the share of votes cast for right-

wing or left-wing “authoritarian populist” parties in European national legislatures (in each

country-year since the last elections) as coded by the expert Chapel Hill Expert Survey

(CHES) (Heinö, 2016). I also corroborate my analysis using Timbro’s index for right-wing
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authoritarian populist parties in particular (see Table A6), as well as using the alternative

coding of “populist parties” and “far-right populist parties” (1989-2020) from the Popu-List

project (Rooduijn et al., 2019) with no change in substantive results (not shown).

To complement this behavioral variable with the more fine-grained, attitudinal measures

of voter preferences, I also rely on the country-year “immigration conservatism” index com-

piled by Caughey et al. (2019) as my second dependent variable (standardized to vary from

0 to 1). Based on the aggregation of major public opinion survey questions regarding im-

migration (e.g., “Do you think immigration should be decreased?”), this index indicates the

general restrictiveness of the electorate in a given country/year. As another attitudinal de-

pendent variable, which has been increasingly emphasized in the literature, I also rely on

“immigration salience” as measured by the responses to the ”most important issue/problem”

question that mention immigration in Eurobarometer (see Dennison, 2019).17

As the main independent variables, I rely on two major immigration policy datasets:

The Immigration Policies in Comparison (IMPIC, 1980-2010) (Helbling et al., 2016) and

Determinants of International Migration (DEMIG, 1980-2014) (de Haas et al., 2015). While

IMPIC allows comparing the absolute levels of immigration policy openness across countries

and years, DEMIG further codes all the detailed annual changes to immigration policy by

its valence and magnitude in each particular country. In order to make these datasets more

comparable, I also calculate IMPIC’s annual first difference or the change in the IMPIC score

(standardized to vary from 0 to 1) from the previous year. To summarize all DEMIG policy

changes by country-year, I follow de Haas et al. (2019) and calculate the weighted average

of reforms by their valence and magnitude. While DEMIG data is generally not suited for

comparison between countries, to the extent the paper is focused on the relationship between

immigration policy changes and voter behavior within countries, it should be appropriate as

a treatment variable in unit FEs models.18

17Unfortunately, the immigration preference and especially salience measures are only available for a limited
set of countries and years (1990-2014 and 2005-2014 respectively).

18Although I treat the two alternative measures of immigration policy change based on IMPIC and DEMIG as
substitutes, the resulting correlation coefficient between them is only moderately positive (0.2). It is worth
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As emphasized earlier, since my primary focus is on the possible voter backlash to reform-

ing legal immigration pathways, my main empirical specifications only include the “‘Labor

migration” and “Family reunification” components of IMPIC and the comparable “Legal

entry and stay” component of DEMIG (while excluding humanitarian and irregular migra-

tion policies from these indices).19 While my main results from Table 1 do replicate for

the “Asylum and refugees” and “Control” components of IMPIC and the “Border and land

control” component of DEMIG in Table A7, it is important to note that the coverage of

both datasets ends prior to the peak of Europe’s refugee crisis and thus the external validity

of these analyses may be limited. Among other robustness checks, in some specifications I

also use the separate IMPIC scores for labor and family migration, as well as the separate

DEMIG scores for major pro-immigration and anti-immigration reforms (see Table A4) or

nation-level reforms as coded in DEMIG only (not shown) with no change in the substantive

results (for examples of major national reforms present in both datasets, see Appendix).

Descriptive Analysis

Do pro-immigration reforms fuel populism? I start with a (naive) descriptive analysis doc-

umenting the basic trajectories of populist voting and immigration policy across time and

countries. As can be seen from Figure 2, both the share of populist voting and the openness

of immigration policy have gradually increased in Europe over the last forty years. Although

some version of this stylized fact has been often used by political commentators to draw the

connection between these two variables, this does not mean that there is in fact any causal

relationship or even that the same correlated trend has held within each particular country.

Indeed, there is a lot of between-country heterogeneity in the trajectories of immigration

policy and populism (see Figure A1). While countries like Germany and Switzerland notably

noting that most major changes to immigration law include both pro- and anti-immigration provisions, which
often makes the overall assessment of their restrictiveness and further comparison difficult. For a detailed
discussion of various differences between the two datasets, see Schmid and Helbling (2016).

19I do not analyze the “Co-ethnics” component of IMPIC or the “Integration” and “Exit” components of
DEMIG due to the unclear theoretical expectations regarding the potential backlash to these policies.
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Figure 2: Immigration Openness and Populist Vote across Years

Black lines indicate country-mean populist voting; grey lines indicate immigration policy openness.

show a trend similar to Europe as a whole (more open immigration and rising populism),

one may find quite a few counter-examples. Slovakia, for instance, has experienced both the

slow liberalization of its immigration system and the fall of populist vote while Greece has

further restricted immigration alongside rising populism. At the same time, countries like

Portugal and Spain have prominently managed to liberalize its immigration system without

experiencing any significant populist wave. Finally, despite the understandably slow change

of immigration policy, Figure A1 generally indicates a wide range of both between-country

and within-country variation in both dependent and independent variables, which is crucial

for effect estimation under TSCS methods.20

Setting aside the variation across time, it appears that the positive relationship between

immigration policy openness and populism also holds cross-nationally. In particular, accord-

ing to Figure A3, few countries with restricted immigration have experienced any significant

20For a summary of the trajectories of immigration policy and preferences, see Figure A2. Despite the presence
of significant variation in these outcomes across time, similar to the detailed visualizations by Dennison and
Geddes (2019); Kustov et al. (2021), Figure A2 documents the relative stability of immigration preferences
(which is more or less comparable to the relative stability of immigration policy).
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populist vote, while there is a lot of variation in populism across countries that are relatively

open to immigration. Interestingly, however, immigration policy openness is negatively re-

lated to restrictive immigration preferences of the public.

To get at the contemporaneous relationship between the changes in immigration policy

and populist voting, I also examine the annualized first differences of these variables. As

can be seen from Figure 3, the basic bivariate relationship between the annual change in

immigration policy and populist voting (during the election years only) is still positive.

When it comes to immigration preferences, however, it is negative as in the case of absolute

levels. Importantly, none of these relationships necessarily imply that changes in immigration

policy cause changes in populist vote or immigration attitudes within particular countries.

Figure 3: Short-term Change in Immigration Openness, Preferences, and Populist Vote

The figure depicts the relationship between the first differences in immigration openness and populist vot-
ing (left) or anti-immigration preferences (right) at the country-year level. For variable descriptions, see
Appendix.

Panel Data Regression Analysis

After establishing the theoretical and empirical possibility of backlash (as well as possi-

ble counterexamples) in the descriptive analysis, I take advantage of the time-series cross-

sectional nature of my dataset and fit a set of fixed-effects linear regressions to estimate the

effects of pro-immigration reforms within countries (that are free from between-unit time-
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invariant confounders). While most models follow the convention in the econometrics litera-

ture and have two-way (country and year) fixed effects, I start with the country fixed-effects

as a baseline model due to its more straightforward counterfactual interpretation. In some

specifications, I also include the lagged dependent variable and the control variables common

to this literature: the share of immigrant population, unemployment rate (log), and GDP

per capita (log). Importantly, all models also include heteroskedasticity-robust and (given

that the policies are “assigned” at the level of countries) country-clustered standard errors.21

Table 1 summarizes the results of these empirical models. As can be seen, while the

general openness of immigration system (IMPIC score) is positively related to populist vote,

which could be predicted by the backlash argument, these effects are substantively small

and none of them are statistically significant after accounting for time-invariant differences

between countries. Since the general immigration openness is a slow moving variable which

may be partially subsumed by including fixed effects, I further consider the possible effects

of the much more volatile shocks to the immigration system as measured by either the

annual changes to the immigration system (IMPIC score) or number/direction of immigration

reforms in a particular year (DEMIG score). As before, none of these results are substantively

or statistically significant (for similar null results on right-wing populism, see Table A6).

As an important robustness check, in Table A1 I also consider a set of models with

lagged dependent variable, linear country-specific time trends and those that look at the

election years only, which yields no change in the substantive results. Table A5 further

shows the (null) effects of disaggregated policy indices. Finally, it is not the case that the

null effect of pro-immigration reforms on populism is conditional on the underlying preference

restrictiveness on the electorate (i.e., there is no interaction effect between these variables,

not shown). Overall, it is worth noting that, across all models, the very direction of policy

coefficients strongly depends on a particular measure or specification in use.

21Since there is no consensus in the literature regarding whether the usually more conservative (and economet-
rically justifiable) country clustering should be preferred to the heteroskedasticity robustness in the relatively
small-N samples like the one here, I report both types of standard errors for the sake of transparency.
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Table 1: Pro-immigration Reforms and Populist Vote

Populist Vote, %

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Immigration Openness (IMPIC) 3.796 0.386 1.338
(2.367) (2.499) (2.782)
[8.159] [8.131] [9.015]

∆ Immigration Openness (IMPIC) −2.193 −0.961 −0.281
(6.028) (6.761) (6.905)
[5.175] [6.116] [5.555]

Pro-immigration Reforms (DEMIG) 1.226 0.762 0.751
(0.404) (0.411) (0.425)
[0.726] [0.596] [0.572]

Country FE Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es
Year FE No Y es Y es No Y es Y es No Y es Y es
Controls No No Y es No No Y es No No Y es

Observations 656 656 632 638 638 616 771 771 747
Adjusted R2 0.508 0.509 0.539 0.510 0.515 0.542 0.446 0.476 0.509

The table shows the relationship between pro-immigration policy and populist vote. For variable
descriptions, see Appendix. Robust standard errors clustered by country are given in square brackets (with
heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors given in parentheses): ∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01; ∗∗∗p<0.001.

Of course, one can still reasonably worry about reverse causality both over the short

and long term. To the extent that populists restrict immigration right after they come to

power, for instance, this could arguably bias the regression estimates against finding any

contemporaneous effects of pro-immigration reforms. According to my estimates, however,

most immigration reforms (as measured by DEMIG) are not more likely to happen during

election years, and those that do, overwhelmingly happen prior to the national elections (not

shown).22 Another related (and often underappreciated) identification assumption of unit

fixed effects models is that past outcomes do not affect current treatment (Imai and Kim,

2019). Nonetheless, while certainly plausible, such reverse causality over the long term is

unlikely since most populist parties fail to significantly change immigration policy when in

power (Lutz, 2019).

22After all, many of the significant changes to the immigration system are usually planned in advance and
sometimes takes years to negotiate.
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Additional Evidence on Immigration Attitudes

Although immigration reforms do not seem to be related to populist vote, it is still possible

that they can affect a much more proximate outcome of immigration attitudes, including

both voter preferences and issue salience. While previous research has documented the

general stability of preferences and volatility of salience (Kustov et al., 2021; Dennison and

Geddes, 2019), an important advantage of using either measure over populist voting is that

it changes–whenever they exist–are not confined to election years. Consequently, I further

replicate the models from Table 1 on these aggregate attitudinal outcomes.

Overall, as Tables 2 and A2 indicate, voters do not appear to change their immigration

attitudes in the more restrictive direction in response to pro-immigration reforms. If any-

thing, it appears to be the opposite–immigration openness and pro-immigration reforms are

related to more positive immigration preferences and less salience of the issue. The posi-

tive relationship between immigration policy openness and voter preferences is particularly

remarkable since it holds even after accounting for fixed effects and other controls.

Table 2: Pro-immigration Reforms and Voter Anti-immigration Preferences

Voter Anti-immigration Preferences

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15)

Immigration Openness (IMPIC) −0.274∗∗∗ −0.234∗ −0.286∗∗ −0.098 −0.059
(0.040) (0.046) (0.048) (0.073) (0.029)
[0.073] [0.108] [0.108] [0.159] [0.054]

∆ Immigration Openness (IMPIC) 0.114 0.087 0.077 0.039 −0.007
(0.075) (0.091) (0.109) (0.089) (0.078)
[0.063] [0.087] [0.095] [0.083] [0.078]

Pro-immigration Reforms (DEMIG) −0.006 −0.001 −0.001 −0.007 0.002
(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.003) (0.002)
[0.006] [0.006] [0.006] [0.004] [0.002]

1-year Lag of Immigration Preferences 0.824∗∗∗ 0.847∗∗∗ 0.861∗∗∗

(0.039) (0.035) (0.031)
[0.029] [0.031] [0.029]

Country FE Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es
Year FE No Y es Y es Y es Y es No Y es Y es Y es Y es No Y es Y es Y es Y es
Controls No No Y es No No No No Y es No No No No Y es No No
Country-specific Linear Trends No No No Y es No No No No Y es No No No No Y es No

Observations 484 484 470 468 463 484 484 470 468 463 595 595 582 579 576
Adjusted R2 0.814 0.816 0.823 0.831 0.945 0.785 0.796 0.798 0.809 0.944 0.779 0.794 0.799 0.808 0.950

The table shows the relationship between pro-immigration policy and anti-immigration preferences. For
variable descriptions, see Appendix. Robust standard errors clustered by country are given in square
brackets (with heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors given in parentheses): ∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01;
∗∗∗p<0.001.

Nonetheless, it would be premature to claim any causal policy effects since the potential

for reverse causality and omitted variable bias here is arguably even more present than in the
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case of populist vote. Most prominently, one can equally argue and show that improvements

in immigration preferences in public opinion polls push (or simply better allow) policymakers

to pass pro-immigration reforms. Still, it is notable that the positive relationship between

pro-immigration policy and preferences holds even after including the one-year lagged pref-

erence indicator but not the other way round (with IMPIC as a dependent variable, not

shown). Furthermore, there appears to be no relationship between immigration openness

and (placebo) economic issues as measured by Caughey et al. (2019) (see Table A3).

At the same time, the positive correlation between the openness of immigration policy

and voter preferences is not statistically significant after including country-specific trends and

it appears to be particularly driven by labor migration (see Table A5). Furthermore, none

of the more volatile “reform” variables are significantly related to immigration preferences.

Overall, while the robustness of the positive “legitimizing” relationship between policy and

preferences may be reasonably disputed, it is notable that none of the results are consistent

with the idea of counterproductive backlash to immigration policy.

Conclusion

According to most evidence, the enormous benefits of more open global labor mobility out-

weigh its many possible costs (for review, see Pritchett, 2006; Clemens, 2011; Caplan, 2019).

Still, it is also the case that most voters in rich countries–even those who are well-informed

and unprejudiced–oppose increasing immigration, and often (com)passionately so (Kustov,

2020b). Many scholars and policymakers reasonably worry that any significant relaxation of

existing restrictions would face voter resistance and ultimately be counterproductive. Build-

ing on the best available public opinion and policy data from the last forty years in Europe,

this paper provides a data-driven assessment of such concerns, which is of both theoretical

and practical interest. Overall, my results indicate that existing pro-immigration reforms

have not been counterproductive in terms of increasing populism or immigration concerns.

Specifically, despite the gradual increase of both populism and pathways for legal immi-
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gration over the last decades, the timing of existing pro-immigration reforms is not related

to the increases in populist vote in subsequent elections. Similarly, pro-immigration reforms

are not related to any negative changes in immigration preferences or their salience to voters.

If anything, it appears that most pro-immigration reforms may further legitimize freer im-

migration in the electorate. To the extent most immigration is as of now already restricted,

the evidence thus suggests that even significant relaxations of these restrictions do not cause

popular backlash. At the same time, additional immigration restrictions are not related to

the reduction of populist vote or xenophobia either.

My analysis has mostly focused on contemporaneous year-to-year changes within coun-

tries, as well as mid-term changes within an electoral cycle. Of course, it is still possible

that there are shorter-term effects of immigration reforms on voter behavior and attitudes

that simply cannot be captured in the country-year data. At the same time, it is possible

that some reforms may have an impact only on some voters, and some of these impacts may

even cancel each other out in the aggregate (e.g., when reforms increase or decrease populist

voting among anti-immigration or pro-immigration voters). To the extent these effects exist,

however, they do not seem to be long-lasting or broad enough to be counter-productive, i.e.,

have a meaningful impact on the electoral fortunes of anti-immigration and populist parties.

Indeed, when one simply compares the amount of accumulated pro-immigration policy

change and populist vote (or anti-immigration preferences) over the last forty years, this

relationship is rather negative across countries (see Figure A4). Although such analysis is still

subject to endogeneity concerns, it is descriptively true that in the long run those countries

that liberalized their immigration system the most also experienced the decrease of populist

voting and restrictive voter attitudes. Importantly, such pattern is also in line with existing

evidence that pro-immigration reforms do ultimately lead to more immigration (de Haas

et al., 2019) and that, if populist do come to power, they largely fail to significantly restrict

immigration (Lutz, 2019). Still, future research may benefit from exploring the potential

heterogeneous effects of different policy types on different types of voters across a variety
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of time periods, especially using individual-level longitudinal data. For example, selective

pro-immigration reforms that explicitly focus on advancing national interest (e.g., increasing

high-skilled immigration) may have the most legitimizing impacts among those who currently

oppose immigration (see Kustov, 2020b). At the same time, some of the more controversial

pro-immigration law enforcement policies that instead draw public attention to the lack of

border control (Harell et al., 2017) or the issue of irregular immigration (Wright et al., 2016)

may conversely generate voter backlash even among those who are not particularly hostile

to international labor mobility.

Finally, while backlash is usually conceptualized as a response to pro-immigration ad-

vancements, one can also imagine the “reverse backlash” to anti-immigration advancements,

especially given the increasing voter polarization on the issue. One prominent example is

the pro-immigration reaction of the public in the aftermath of the “Muslim ban” in the US

(Collingwood et al., 2018) or Brexit in the UK (Schwartz et al., 2020). More generally, since

the US and the UK attitudes toward immigration have never been more positive than they

are now, (assuming these trends persist) the notorious Trump or the Brexit backlashes may

not be counterproductive to pro-immigration advancements after all.

Of course, immigration reforms are rarely fully exogenous to voter behavior. Conse-

quently, one can argue that the reason why the backlash effects have not been empirically

present is that even the most significant pro-immigration reforms of the last forty years

are relatively conservative and, perhaps, mindful of the possible backlash effects within

the existing political equilibrium. Even with this limitation in mind, the evidence pre-

sented here certainly challenges the common claim that the existing pro-immigration policy

advancements–at least when it comes to opening pathways for legal immigration–may have

been counterproductive or somehow conducive to the rise of populism.
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Supplementary Materials (Online Appendix)

Major variables

� Immigration Openness (IMPIC) Index is calculated as the (reverse coded) average of IMPIC’s labor

(AvgSRegA) and family (AvgSRegB) immigration (restrictiveness) summary scores for a particular

country/year

� ∆ Immigration Openness (IMPIC) is calculated as the difference between Immigration Openness

(IMPIC) Index at year t and t− 1 for a particular country/year

� Pro-immigration Reforms (DEMIG) Index is calculated as the weighted average of all immigration

policy changes within a particular country/year that varied from -1/-0.75/-0.5/-0.25 (major/mid-

level/minor/fine-tuning anti-immigration change) to 1/0.75/0.5/0.25 (major/mid-level/minor/fine-

tuning pro-immigration change)

� (Right-wing) Populist Vote, % is based on the Timbro Authoritarian Populism Index which measures

the share of votes cast for (right-wing) “authoritarian populist” parties (in each country-year since

the last elections in a national legislature)

� Voter Anti-immigration Preferences are based on the “immigration conservatism” index compiled by

Caughey et al. (2019). Derived as the aggregation of major public opinion survey questions regarding

immigration (e.g., “Do you think immigration should be decreased?”), this index indicates the general

restrictiveness of the electorate in a given country/year. For (Relative) Economic Preferences, see

Caughey et al. (2019).

� Voter Immigration Salience is based on the responses to the ”most important issue/problem” question

(that mention immigration) in Eurobarometer (see Dennison, 2019).

� Immigration stocks, unemployment rate, and GDP per capita (PPP) are taken from the World Bank

Examples of Immigration Reforms

Among the most pro-immigration reforms identified by both datasets is Ireland’s New Employment Permits

Act of 2006 which significantly simplified and facilitated immigration and permanent residency for a range

of skilled workers and their families. Among the most anti-immigration reforms is Italy’s “Bossi-Fini” law

(Act 189) of 2002, which regularized many undocumented workers but also made future labor migration into

the country much more difficult by imposing a strict job contract requirement and reducing the duration of

available work permits (for details about these laws and regulations, see the detailed DEMIG country files).
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Tables and Figures

Table A1: Pro-immigration Reforms and Populist Vote (Robustness Checks)

Populist Vote, %

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

1-year Lag of Populist Vote, % 0.930∗∗∗ 0.931∗∗∗ 0.916∗∗∗

(0.021) (0.020) (0.018)
Immigration Openness (IMPIC) 0.810 5.726 6.979

(1.330) (3.920) (8.714)
∆ Immigration Openness (IMPIC) 4.273 0.353 −4.305

(2.640) (2.668) (9.015)
Pro-immigration Reforms (DEMIG) −0.123 0.194 1.602

(0.135) (0.222) (1.356)

Country FE Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es
Year FE Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es
Country-specific Linear Trends No Y es No No Y es No No Y es No
Election Years Only No No Y es No No Y es No No Y es

Observations 664 687 141 664 669 141 782 806 168
Adjusted R2 0.905 0.850 0.399 0.906 0.848 0.395 0.908 0.815 0.399

The table shows the relationship between pro-immigration policy and populist vote. For variable
descriptions, see Appendix. Robust standard errors clustered by country are in parentheses: ∗∗∗p<0.001.
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Table A2: Pro-immigration Reforms and Voter Immigration Salience

Voter Anti-immigration Preferences

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

Immigration Openness (IMPIC) −0.431 −0.548 −0.321 0.071
(0.755) (0.697) (0.655) (0.686)
[1.000] [0.726] [0.612] [0.753]

∆ Immigration Openness (IMPIC) 0.182 −0.340 −0.620 −0.041
(0.694) (0.596) (0.569) (0.674)
[0.592] [0.609] [0.548] [0.700]

Pro-immigration Reforms (DEMIG) −0.009 −0.004 −0.009 −0.001
(0.008) (0.008) (0.006) (0.005)
[0.002] [0.003] [0.003] [0.002]

1-year Lag of Immigration Salience 0.352 0.338 0.847∗∗∗

(0.262) (0.248) (0.107)
[0.231] [0.242] [0.151]

Country FE Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es
Year FE No Y es Y es Y es No Y es Y es Y es No Y es Y es Y es
Controls No No Y es No No No Y es No No No Y es No

Observations 60 60 60 50 60 60 60 50 100 100 100 90
Adjusted R2 0.447 0.671 0.692 0.693 0.442 0.664 0.701 0.693 0.231 0.470 0.683 0.747

The table shows the relationship between pro-immigration policy and immigration salience. For variable
descriptions, see Appendix. Robust standard errors clustered by country are given in square brackets (with
heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors given in parentheses): ∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01; ∗∗∗p<0.001.
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Table A3: Pro-immigration Reforms and Voter Economic Preferences (Placebo Test)

Voter Relative Economic Preferences

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Immigration Openness (IMPIC) 0.030 0.111 0.051
(0.091) (0.079) (0.077)

∆ Immigration Openness (IMPIC) −0.032 −0.056 −0.047
(0.098) (0.088) (0.112)

Pro-immigration Reforms (DEMIG) −0.012 −0.003 −0.005
(0.007) (0.006) (0.007)

Country FE Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es
Year FE No Y es Y es No Y es Y es No Y es Y es
Controls No No Y es No No Y es No No Y es

Observations 546 546 508 546 546 508 645 645 616
Adjusted R2 0.651 0.723 0.760 0.650 0.716 0.759 0.661 0.752 0.785

The table shows the relationship between pro-immigration policy and economic preferences. For variable
descriptions, see Appendix. Robust standard errors clustered by country are given in parentheses:
∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01; ∗∗∗p<0.001.
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Table A4: Pro-immigration Reforms and Anti-immigration Preferences (Robustness Check)

Populist Vote, %

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

Labor Immigration Openness (IMPIC) −0.223∗∗∗ −0.209∗∗∗ −0.228∗∗∗

(0.023) (0.026) (0.027)
[0.040] [0.053] [0.055]

Family Immigration Openness (IMPIC) −0.040 0.016 0.013
(0.045) (0.050) (0.058)
[0.082] [0.098] [0.122]

Major pro-immigration Reforms (DEMIG) 0.012 0.011 0.010
(0.016) (0.016) (0.016)
[0.014] [0.014] [0.014]

Major anti-immigration Reforms (DEMIG) 0.010 0.009 0.009
(0.014) (0.014) (0.014)
[0.011] [0.011] [0.013]

Country FE Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es
Year FE No Y es Y es No Y es Y es No Y es Y es No Y es Y es
Controls No No Y es No No Y es No No Y es No No Y es

Observations 462 462 448 462 462 448 569 569 556 569 569 556
Adjusted R2 0.812 0.812 0.818 0.759 0.766 0.768 0.750 0.763 0.769 0.750 0.763 0.769

The table shows the relationship between pro-immigration policy and anti-immigration preferences. For
variable descriptions, see Appendix. Robust standard errors clustered by country are given in square
brackets (with heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors given in parentheses): ∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01;
∗∗∗p<0.001.
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Table A5: Pro-immigration Reforms and Populist Vote (Robustness Check II)

Populist Vote, %

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

Labor Immigration Openness (IMPIC) 2.170 0.364 1.625
(1.613) (1.667) (1.750)
[5.917] [5.879] [6.303]

Family Immigration Openness (IMPIC) 2.287 −0.068 −0.824
(2.037) (2.303) (2.461)
[4.833] [5.235] [5.601]

Major pro-immigration Reforms (DEMIG) 1.201 1.391 1.363
(1.636) (1.668) (1.728)
[1.849] [1.882] [1.907]

Major anti-immigration Reforms (DEMIG) −0.637 −0.667 −0.804
(1.713) (1.674) (1.749)
[2.501] [2.244] [2.335]

Country FE Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es
Year FE No Y es Y es No Y es Y es No Y es Y es No Y es Y es
Controls No No Y es No No Y es No No Y es No No Y es

Observations 656 656 632 656 656 632 771 771 747 771 771 747
Adjusted R2 0.507 0.509 0.540 0.507 0.509 0.539 0.440 0.474 0.507 0.439 0.474 0.507

The table shows the relationship between pro-immigration policy and populist vote. For variable
descriptions, see Appendix. Robust standard errors clustered by country are given in square brackets (with
heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors given in parentheses): ∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01; ∗∗∗p<0.001.
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Table A6: Pro-immigration Reforms and Right-wing Populist Vote (Robustness Check III)

Right-wing Populist Vote, %

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15)

Immigration Openness (IMPIC) 8.673 1.354 2.450 0.801 11.080
(4.997) (5.101) (2.158) (2.724) (7.741)

∆ Immigration Openness (IMPIC) −2.901 −1.092 −0.832 0.078 −0.375
(3.085) (3.466) (2.850) (1.828) (4.939)

Pro-immigration Reforms (DEMIG) 1.274 0.562 0.129 0.045 1.308
(0.731) (0.590) (0.224) (0.174) (1.194)

1-year Lag of Right-Wing Populist Vote, % 0.548 0.548 0.645∗∗

(0.326) (0.327) (0.249)

Country FE Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es
Year FE No Y es Y es Y es Y es No Y es Y es Y es Y es No Y es Y es Y es Y es
Controls No No Y es No No No No Y es No No No No Y es No No
Country-specific Linear Trends No No Y es No No No No Y es No No No No Y es No No
Election Years Only No No No No Y es No No No No Y es No No No No Y es

Observations 656 656 632 634 134 639 639 617 634 134 771 771 747 748 160
Adjusted R2 0.418 0.493 0.737 0.637 0.358 0.407 0.495 0.736 0.637 0.342 0.446 0.544 0.787 0.735 0.401

The table shows the relationship between pro-immigration policy and right-wing populist vote. For
variable descriptions, see Appendix. Robust standard errors clustered by country are given in parentheses:
∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01; ∗∗∗p<0.001.
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Table A7: Pro-immigration Reforms and Populist Vote (Alternative Policies)

Populist Vote, %

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15)

Asylum and Refugees Openness (IMPIC) −8.930 −18.734∗ −19.587∗

(6.540) (7.625) (8.750)
∆ Asylum and Refugees Openness (IMPIC) −2.913 −1.545 −0.548

(2.927) (3.980) (2.989)
External and Interal Control (IMPIC) −0.698 20.530 23.856

(12.520) (13.253) (14.904)
∆ External and Interal Control (IMPIC) −1.486 −0.999 −1.061

(7.034) (6.112) (7.957)
Border and Land Control (DEMIG) −0.347 −0.078 −0.415

(0.579) (0.593) (0.595)

Country FE Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es
Year FE No Y es Y es No Y es Y es No Y es Y es No Y es Y es No Y es Y es
Controls No No Y es No No Y es No No Y es No No Y es No No Y es
Observations 687 687 663 669 669 647 687 687 663 669 669 647 806 806 782
Adjusted R2 0.516 0.543 0.585 0.512 0.517 0.560 0.508 0.533 0.581 0.512 0.517 0.560 0.442 0.477 0.524

The table shows the relationship between humanitarian and enforcement-related pro-immigration policies
and right-wing populist vote. For variable descriptions, see Appendix. Robust standard errors clustered by
country are given in parentheses: ∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01; ∗∗∗p<0.001. Note that none of the coefficients are
statistically significant after applying the Bonferroni-Holm p-value adjustment for multiple comparisons.
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Figure A1: The Trajectories of Immigration Policy and Populist Vote Across Countries

Black lines indicate the shares of populist vote (with najor election years marked by points). Grey lines
indicate immigration openness (IMPIC). Pluses and minuses of various size indicate more or less significant
pro- and anti-immigration reforms (DEMIG). Note that some countries have missing data.
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Figure A2: The Trajectories of Immigration Policy and Attitudes Across Countries

Black lines indicate anti-immigration preferences. Black dashed lines indicate immigration salience. Grey
lines indicate immigration policy openness (IMPIC). Pluses and minuses of various size indicate more or less
significant pro- and anti-immigration reforms (DEMIG). Note that some countries have missing data.
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Figure A3: Immigration Openness, Preferences, and Populist Vote across Countries

The figure depicts the bivariate relationship between immigration policy openness and populist voting (left)
or anti-immigration preferences (right) at the country-year level. All points are shaded by country. For
variable descriptions, see Appendix.

Figure A4: Long-term Change in Immigration Openness, Preferences, and Populist Vote

The figure depicts the relationship between the long-term change in immigration openness and populist
voting (left) or anti-immigration preferences (right) at the country level. For variable descriptions, see
Appendix.
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